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One: Metaphor
The best way to write a book is to start at the beginning.
All things begin or originate in consciousness. Each and every quark or
quasar, gluon or galaxy, photon or person, molecule or mountain, electron
or eBook has its genesis in consciousness. All things and events, existent or
potential, begin in consciousness.

This book, too, begins in consciousness. These words are written thoughts
and thought is a product of mind and mind is an aspect of consciousness.
This book is being created by you as you read it, as much as it is being
created by me as I write it. Allow the creation of this eBook to serve as a
metaphor for the whole process of creation.
This book begins as a concept. All creation begins with conceptualization.
Before a book or a baby can be born, it must be first conceived,
conceptualized. All things are, at heart, an ideal. All creation is an
idealization arising out of thought and belief. All creation arises from thought
and belief.
To conceive of something is to think and imagine it being real. To believe in
something is to hold it as an ideal. As Napoleon Hill so succinctly pointed
out, “Anything the mind of man can conceive and believe; it can achieve (or
create).”

To create something is to make real the ethereal; to make something
existent in the external world. In other words, it must be evidential to the
physical senses with which we perceive our world. We must however, be
cognizant of and remember that what exists had its beginnings in the
ethereal world of pure consciousness.
It was first perceived or initiated by the metaphysical senses of imagination
and intention. The real emerges from the ethereal. The physical emerges
from the metaphysical. The explicate emerges from implicate.
All explicate, physical reality emerges from, arises from, is created by and in
the implicate, ethereal, metaphysical realm of consciousness.
This eBook, your life and your world are the result of your consciousness. If
that is too strong a statement for you, then… your experience of this eBook,
your life and your world is the result of your consciousness. However, you
likely consider that what you experience is reality, so you can readily
understand that your reality results from your consciousness.
That which is called real is also called the effectual. Effects have causes. The
effectual is a result of the causal. Consciousness is causal; events are
effectual. Thoughts are causal; things are effectual. Beliefs are causal;
eBooks are effectual. Concepts are causal; cosmos is effectual.
What you perceive is what you conceive. That which is apparent to you, the
observer, through sight, sound, taste, smell, touch and the resulting
interpretations of intellect is entirely dependent upon you, the conceiver.
In other words, it is caused by what you imagine and intend. Yes! What you
imagine and intend is what gets to be, is what happens. You are both the
creature who experiences and the creator who conceptualizes and idealizes
everything you identify or define as reality.

Two: Next
Accustomed as you are to sequence, you imagine that some moment will
follow this one, some event will unfold, some thing will become and some
future will succeed upon this present. So, you must ask yourself — what is it
that I am imagining and intending to happen? We just covered that. The
effectual or real is a result of imagination and intention. What you conceive
and believe is what you achieve. What happens next is, therefore, always up
to you.

Oh sure, I know that you are also accustomed to believing that you are a
mere creature of circumstance and that, for the most part, things unfold as
they will. I am here to remind that that things actually unfold as you will.
You are the creator consciousness that conceives and believes. At any
moment, you can, through your will, choose to think and believe something
different. Yes, your world and the entire universe have a certain momentum;
things tend to happen. But, this is only a tendency; it is not a certainty.
What you intend creates the certainty. What you imagine creates the
machination. What you hold as the ideal creates the real.

What is next in this text (for you) is what you hold in context. Content is
only meaningful in the context in which it is placed or held. What you
experience in life is the content, just as the text of this book is its content.
The meaning, the value and the results you receive are entirely dependent
upon the context you place upon the thing or event. Some people will find,
judge or experience this book to have great value and meaning. Others will
find, judge or experience it to have little or no value and meaning. Same
words, same content. Only the context in which it is held, the perspective
chosen, makes the difference between the two experiences.
The quality and character of the consciousness perceiving this eBook creates
the quality and character of the experience of this eBook. And, so it is with
all aspects of life.
This book ended up on your computer because of a choice you made. The
value you receive, the enjoyment you get and the content you are enabled
to receive are also the result of your choices. Everything you have and
experience in life is a result of your choices and the value, enjoyment and
benefits of your experience is likewise created, defined and limited by your
choices.
You create the experience by your choice. You create the value of the
experience by your choice. You create the enjoyment of the experience
through your choices.
You create the lesson and you create the learning. You are the teacher and
you are the student.
You are the creator and you are the creature. You are the consciousness and
you are the cosmos.
You are the universal and you are the individual. You are the ocean and you
are the wave.
You are the ideal and you are the real. You are the causal and you are the
effectual.
You are the eternal and you are the temporal. You are the alpha and you are
the omega.
Next?

Three: More
So you want more out of life. Pretty standard. Everyone wants more. It is in
your nature. In fact, it is in the nature of all creation. Sub-atomic particles
cohere with others to become more—atoms. Atoms cohere to become
more—molecules; molecules—objects; inorganic—organic. Hydrogen atoms
gravitate to each other to become stars. Stars gather to become galaxies.

The universe is constantly unfolding, evolving and becoming more. Billions of
cubic kilometres of new space are being created each and every moment for
the universe to expand into. You are a part of the universe. Of course you
want to have more out of life. What else would you desire?
This is what you must learn and apply: in order to have more, you must first
become more. Like the universe, you must create more space to contain the
more that you desire to create. It is a simple formula, but it is profound. BE,
then, DO, and then, HAVE - MORE!
It is the lack of knowledge or the lack of application of this simple formula
that is responsible for 90% of the frustration people encounter in their desire
to have more out of life.
People clamour to have more, but inexplicably, refuse to become more.
Rather than assuming responsibility for their perceived lack, they will assign
blame. They decide and declare that it is their circumstances, the economy,

the government or anything outside of themselves that is to blame for their
inability to obtain more. They not only refuse to become more, they refuse
to accept responsibility for being at cause.
The refrain is everywhere…‘I am too old, too young, too poor, too stupid, too
whatever. I was born into the wrong country or culture or color or sex or
century. The rich and powerful are keeping us poor folk downtrodden. I don’t
have the opportunity.”
All self-deceptions, lies told to avoid the simple truth that the refusal to
become more limits the ability to have more.
Yes, there is inequity. So what? You still get to make the choice to be a mere
creature of circumstance—a victim, or to become a creator of circumstance—
a victor. No matter the circumstances you find yourself in, you still get to
choose your thoughts and beliefs; you still get to idealize and conceptualize;
you still get to imagine and intend.
The power to create is still yours to wield no matter where you find yourself.
You can still make the choice to become more.
I was tempted here to cite examples of individuals who surpassed all kinds
of handicaps, limitations and adverse conditions to become a success in life.
I do not need to do that. You have heard those stories already.
I will simply say these two things… the person without a definite purpose in
life is more handicapped than the most disadvantaged or disabled; those
who exert their will and make a conscious choice to become more, get more
out of life… those that do not, do not.

Four: Beingness
There are two requisites to becoming more: the first is the willingness to
look honestly in the mirror and accept what you see there; the second is the
willingness to get to know the real you, the infinite and divine you. The first
is the actual or effectual and the second is the potential or causal.

In order to become more, you must first decide (choose) and then act to
move from the actual to the potential. The potential is where your potency,
your power, is.
Like the baseball player who cannot get to second base until he leaves first
base behind, you cannot go towards your potential until you leave where you
are at, and what you are now, behind. You must be prepared to let go of
who you are in order to become who you are capable of becoming.
Any dissatisfaction with what you have in life is, at root, a dissatisfaction
with who you are. Your basic desire to become more is making itself known
through your desire to have more. When you focus your attention only on
the greater havingness, you are always going to be frustrated and
disappointed because you are ignoring what you actually desire: the greater
beingness.

There is a multiplicity of ways to become more, but in the end it all comes
down to imagination, intention and definition. What do you imagine yourself
to be? What to you intend on becoming? How do you define yourself?
To define something is to make it finite, to place boundaries or limits on it.
You are at one with the infinite and so your true nature is infinite and
boundless. When you define self, you are limiting self. The scope of that
limitation is entirely up to you. Expand your image of self. Amplify your
intention to become.
One of the most wonderful and wise humans, Bucky Fuller, once said that he
did not define himself as a human being, but rather saw himself as a human
becoming. He also invented or coined the word, synergy, which means that
things can become exponentially more than the sum of their parts.
You do not have to be defined or limited by the sum of your past
experiences or present circumstances. You can, synergistically, become
exponentially more by inflating your imagination and intensifying your
intention.
To what purpose do you journey through life? What meaning do you assign
to your life? Imagine this… the entire universe expectantly awaits your
choice, your decision, your commitment to become more. It will
respond by giving you more.

Five: Enactment
A genuine act, rather than an imitation or reaction, contains two crucial
elements—love and will. Do what you love. Do what you will. Enact the law
of attraction. This is where your power to create resides… in your love and in
your will.

Are you willing to become more? There are two ways to be willing. One is
passive: willingness becomes allowingness. I am willing (to allow) this to
happen. One is active: willingness becomes resoluteness. I am willing (to
resolve) this to happen.
Most people are passive in their use of will. Their life unfolds by default
instead of by design. Are you allowing things to happen or are you resolving
that things will happen? Become resolute and you empower yourself as a
creator. Enact your will to become a causal agent.
Are you loving to become more? There are many definitions of love. I prefer
this one: love is compassionate comprehension.
Compassion means accordance, affinity, empathy, harmony, shared passion.
Comprehension means understanding, inclusion, to be cognizant of, to
recognize.

Become passionate and you become empowered to be a creator. Be
compassionate and you become empowered to be a creator. Come into
accordance; develop an affinity for what you want. Become empathetic, in
harmony with what you want.
Comprehend that you are at one with what you desire. Recognize that what
you want to have as your own, is your own; that is, it is a part of who you
are. The law of attraction will bring it to you.
To be loving is to recognize and to be in harmony with some part of your
self. Even if it appears to be apart or separate from you, you can
comprehend that your higher self exists in unity with it. Your desire will
impel you towards it and, at the same time, will draw it toward you.
The apple of your eye, like Isaac Newton’s apple, is evidence of the law of
attraction in action.
Become more and you are enabled to do or enact more and thus, end up
having more. Become more and you will be more attractive to the things you
desire to have as your own. The more attractive you become, the more
things will gravitate to you.
You decide (choose) and then enact (play out) what you will and love to be
true (real) for you. Thus, it becomes so.
The quality and character of your decisions (choices) is determined by the
clarity you bring to them.
The quality and character of your thoughts and beliefs determine the
congruency of your ideals and actions.
Your choices: thoughts and beliefs are within your ability to control.
The creation of your heart’s desire depends upon the clarity, congruency and
control of your choices, thoughts and beliefs.
Creatures allow the circumstances of their world to determine how they
choose, think and believe. They are reactors.
Creators resolve that how they choose, think and believe will determine
what the circumstances of their world are. They are enactors.
Three guesses as to who gets more out of (enjoys) life.

Six: Enjoyment
Here is the common error that many people make in their quest to
attainment or havingness. Like the emotionally immature, they fall in love
with the initial thrill of being in love rather than with having or being in a
loving relationship. Their result is that they do not find fulfillment in a
relationship and look to fall in love again so that their desire and their thrill
can be rekindled.

It is the same with desiring to have or to own some thing, to make it your
own. Many get so caught up in the pleasure of wanting something that they
never actually get to have it because they enjoy the wanting and the pursuit
so much. They have unconsciously identified their fulfillment and enjoyment
as the wanting or desire instead of the attainment or accomplishment.
They love and will the lack and they manifest the lack. You must be clear
that what you desire is the having, the thing itself, and not just the desire to
have it.
How often have you been passionately alive in the quest for some goal, only
to feel a letdown once it has been attained? You might be telling yourself
that it is the destination you are after, but it is the journey that thrills you.
You might be telling yourself that it is ease and abundance that you are
after, but it is the struggle that gives meaning to your life.
Clarity and lucidity are critical.
The enjoyment you receive from the pursuit of the goal must be transferred
to the enjoyment of the attainment of the goal OR else, having gained it, it
will have no meaning and value to you and you may even lose it altogether.

What, after all, is the point in owning something if it has no meaning and
value for you? It simply becomes another burden for you to carry around
and care for.
The things you own end up owning you back. All relationships are reciprocal.
If your enjoyment is in the getting and not in the having, being owned by
what you have but do not enjoy can feel like a prison.
This is why it is so critical to define your ideals, to define your success.
Clarity and lucidity are essential to enjoyment of what life has to offer. What
is enjoyment? It is grateful appreciation.
Here are two insights for you: first, if you are not gratefully appreciative of
what you have now, it is most unlikely that you will be gratefully
appreciative (or be able to enjoy) what you will have in the future; second, if
you are not gratefully appreciative in advance for having what you desire, it
is also highly unlikely that you will be able to enjoy it once you do have it.
You must adopt the attitude of gratitude now; for both the things you
currently have and the things you desire to have. Your enjoyment of life,
your personal fulfillment and your happiness depend upon it.

Seven: Application
Let’s review what’s been said…
Thought and belief create the ideal. Idealization is the beginning of the
creation process.

Imagination and intention create the space. The ideal becomes virtual if you
imagine and intend it to be.
Love and will empower you to play out or enact the ideal. They bring the
virtual into the real.
Clarity and lucidity enable you to define and live your purpose in life. This
brings about fulfillment.
Grateful appreciation brings happiness and enjoyment. It must be done now,
not later.
All of these are within your ability to choose and control. All must be
congruent or in harmony with who and how you are being.
Be, do, have… MORE.
means…

Become, Enact, Own… PROSPERITY.
Plan your life, and then live your plan. Define your ideals. Define your
success. Define your purpose. Define your passion. Define your intention.
Examine your core beliefs and predominant thoughts. Exercise your will to
gain clarity, congruency and control of your thoughts and beliefs.
Write these down. Do it now. Don’t postpone your life, your joy, your
fulfillment. Write these down now. If it is not written down, it does not exist,
except as your fantasy. Make it real. Be the creator you are capable of
being.
Go ahead… enjoy yourself… you deserve it.
Prosperity is the abundance of all things held ideal in mind and dear in heart.
Claim and create your prosperity with Prosperity Mojo

Eight: Prosperity

Purpose: Without a ‘why’, there is no purpose, is there? Decide why you do
what you do. Your life is either ‘on purpose’ or an accident waiting to
happen. Purport.

Reciprocity: Enact the Law of Attraction. What you have reflects who you
are. Want more? Become more! Be…Do…Have. Give to receive. Contribute.
Reciprocate.

Originality: Step away from the norm. Stand out from the crowd. Don't
follow; lead. Blaze a path. You are unique. Be the gift. Originate.

Synergy: Mastermind. One mind alone tends to entropy. Two or more
minds, harmonized, create synergy. Involve others. Involve the universal.
Synergize.

Persistence: Obstacles are not impediments; they are opportunities to learn
and grow; to become empowered. If you stumble, get up, move on. Persist.

Enthusiasm: Get passionate. There is power in passion. Enact your personal
power. Become passionate about your purpose, your ideals, your life.
Enthuse.

Receptivity: You must be willing to accept the bounty. Stop resisting. You
are at one with the all that is all. Therefore, it's all yours. Receive.

Imagination: Your creative workshop. Dream it. Scheme it. Realize it.
Envision, plan, enact. Conceive, believe, achieve. Imagine.

Thought: What you think about, you bring about. Program yourself to think
abundance, prosperity, wealth. Your mind is your tool. Learn to use it. Think.

Yearning: Desire is critical to your attainment. Go beyond wishful thinking.
Learn to yearn. Lust after your goals. Desire is the metaphysical equivalent
of gravity. Yearn.
Visit the Prosperity Mojo website

